For drug discovery and development today, synergy between pure science, clinical research, and the organization of clinical trials is essential. In Japan, there is a delay in the institutional response to this need. This paper identifies one of the bottlenecks in the Japanese regulatory process. Clinical research undertaken by university researchers and medical doctors are not integrated into the Japanese drug approval procedure. Therefore, their efforts and research data are wasted in the inherently unpredictable nature of long and costly biomedical research. Collaborative efforts between companies and researchers/medical doctors should be encouraged through institutional incentives, by integrating university and medical clinical research ab initio into regulatory process. In order to achieve this, it would be necessary to promote commercial exchange of database information and short-term employment of researchers in those projects leading to regulatory approval.
Introduction
Across the world, the advent of genomics, genetics, and proteomics has posed a massive challenge to university researchers, pharmaceutical companies, and regulators alike. For drug discovery and development, the paradigm change in the late 1990s was radical. A wide range of new in-vitro technologies and techniques for animals and humans replaced traditional chemical manipulation, requiring not only more sophisticated investments, but also further education in science, basic research, and biotechnology. For companies, a massive increase in regulatory requirements both in the preand post-launch periods resulted in significant changes in risks and benefits. For regulators, the need to ensure non-toxic, safe and effective drugs has led to significant delays in developing new criteria for judging whether medical inventions submitted for examination are indeed safe and effective. Concomitant to these difficulties, risks of over-regulation inadapted to actual needs have increased.
Since such a paradigm shift occurred, drug development has become closely linked to, and dependent on, the advancement of science and basic research. The new domain of research that arose from such a drug discovery process can be called "biopharmaceuticals" and it includes molecular-targeted drugs against causal genes of diseases. Thus, researchers and companies have been drawn to work in the fields which are more or less common.
This paper attempts to identify bottlenecks in Japanese regulation and proposes ways to eliminate what seem to be archaic overlaps. In doing so, we aim at exploring the complex issues involved in fostering inventions in medical research that regulator y authorities may face, particularly in countries where universities and commercial companies had little in common before the introduction of biopharmaceuticals.
Common fields: biologics
According to the definition given by the Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER) at the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), biologics are materials derived from "living sources", such as cells/tissues and genes of humans, animals and/or microorganisms. Most biologics are manufactured using biotechnology, including gene manipulation.
They may offer effective means to treat a variety of medical illnesses and conditions that presently have no other treatments available. Examples of such treatments are cellular and gene therapy, vaccines, allergenics devices such as HIV test kits, and xenotransplantation.
In Japan, in comparison to the U.S. and the U.K., basic research in such fields as cell and tissue therapy, blood substitutes, and gene therapy has been relatively successful, whereas the development of therapeutic classes utilizing the technologies which are more closely related to genetics are lacking, as shown in Table 1 . Japanese regulator y paths, which are highly complicated for all fields of pharmaceuticals, are even more complicated for biotechnology products derived from cells, genes and tissues, which are regulated very strictly. For example, before submitting a clinical trial Oct. 2006 ) application to the regulatory agency, the applicant must first apply to the same agency for review regarding the chemistry, manufacturing, and control (CMC) of the product. Thus, biotechnology therapeutics must go through multiple review processes before entering the clinical trial stage.
The hope Japanese industries placed in the future of Japanese biotechnology was, for a certain period of time, overwhelming. Approximately $ 1 billion was invested in the field by 2004 to create a "mini-bubble". However, the expectations fell dramatically because the efficacy of the investment was difficult to achieve. It appears that this disappointment came from the impression that regulator y mechanisms and institutional structure are not functioning favorably for the rational use of resources.
Regulatory paths in Japan
The process of discovering, developing, and obtaining regulatory approval for a medical invention involves "pre-clinical" and "clinical" stages. The preclinical stage consists of exploratory research, with a view to identifying drug candidates. These candidates are then further tested and developed until sufficient information is acquired, through both in-vitro and animal studies. The clinical stage requires a series of human clinical studies. The process may lead to regulatory approval, which has become increasingly rare. In the context of the pre-clinical stage, it may be difficult to distinguish between exploratory research and development, on the one hand, and testing to obtain regulatory approval, on the other.
In this process where science, medicine and industry intermingle, one of the difficult questions is who leads the process of applying for clinical trials amounting to drug approval. In the U.S., companies, academia, and bio-venture companies from universities are called "sponsors", and all of them can submit an Investigational New Drug Application (IND) to the FDA . They are subject to FDA control without exception. This provides different stake-holders such as researchers, medical doctors, and pharmaceutical companies with flexibility in drug development.
In Japan, by contrast, under the pharmaceutical affairs law (called "Chiken" in Japanese) clinical trials can be sponsored only by pharmaceutical companies. These trials, to be performed by physicians and researchers, constitute a separate categor y called "clinical research" of unapproved therapeutics, which is also regulated under the medical affairs law. Generally, the term "clinical research" is understood to be "patientoriented research" partly comprising medical treatment. However, in Japan, this includes clinical testing not only of approved drugs for the purpose of expanded use but also of non-approved drugs, which is performed only by medical doctors and only in hospitals. Clinical research has become increasingly important for biological and therapeutic drug development, for the purpose of ameliorating the efficacy of the existing drug or enlarging its therapeutic scope. This is partly because recent biological drugs and treatments target individual genetic or other particularities that cause the diseases in question rather than symptoms.
Importantly, those who undertake clinical research cannot obtain any approval from drug regulatory authorities called the Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Agency (PMDA). Clinical research may be integrated into the "Chiken" process led by pharmaceutical companies, but this requires that researchers and medical doctors decide in advance on the purpose of their research. Moreover, clinical data obtained from initial clinical research cannot be used in "Chiken" protocol design and drug approval. This system of completely separating clinical research from the drug approval process has two kinds of inefficiencies. If clinical research yields promising results for drug development after years of work, the team has to return to the initial stage of clinical trials to go through the "Chiken" process, as Chart I shows. Secondly, the two separate systems have no common information database to share.
What should be the direction of regulatory reform? First of all, regulatory approval systems should be conceived of on the principle that researchers and medical doctors are given the option to use their clinical data for regulatory approval purposes when they think appropriate, taking into account the inherently unpredictable nature of long and costly biomedical research. This means that any rigidity at the entry level should be avoided. Secondly, collaborative efforts between companies and researchers/medical doctors should be encouraged through institutional incentives. Examples of such incentives include mechanisms for encouraging commercial exchange of database information and short-term involvement or employment of researchers in projects leading to regulatory approval.
Most importantly, uniform and clear approval criteria should be established by the regulator y authorities. This last element is lacking in Japan, causing a significant waste of information, time, and professional skills. Japanese drug developers (i.e., pharmaceutical companies) are justifiably frustrated because the guidelines are not clear and explicit enough in explaining what is necessary. Furthermore, there is no open door policy in the regulatory agency for any questions.
Further exploration
Each countr y has different administrative traditions for encouraging science, technology, and medical research. Today, synergy between pure scientific investigation, clinical research, and organization of clinical trials is essential in drug discovery and development. Vested interests of each institution (and each person) in the past administrative structure, as well as political struggle on ideological grounds, tend to have disproportionately negative impacts on the advancement of science and technology. Each country should evaluate the efficiency of its own administrative and regulatory systems for drug development in a collaborative and objective manner. The ultimate goal of drug regulatory agencies is to ensure safety and efficacy of drugs and therapeutics and that scientifically sound preclinical and clinical data can be accepted by all regulatory agencies of the world after the approval of multinational clinical trials. This means that "one size fits all" data packages for safety and efficacy should be standardized at the highest level for any serious strategy of drug development.0Inefficiencies in national regulations not based on science or reason should be re-examined as obstacles to sound drug and therapeutics development. 
